THE  REVOLUTION
districts and transferred the administration of the communes to
cantonal municipality formed of delegates from the communes,
but the bodies exercising power had continued to be elective.
The very principle of this system was now overthrown. All elec-
tive local authorities were abolished; all powers were placed in
the hands of a single agent appointed by the central Government,
a prefect (prtfet, the name being copied from that of a Roman
official) in every department, and a main (mayor) with several
assistants (adjoints) in every commune. The maire was chosen from
among the prominent residents of the neighbourhood and held
office without payment; the prefect, who was generally a stranger
to the district, was sent from Paris, just as the intendants of the
ancien rfgime had been, and was highly paid. The cantonal muni-
cipalities were replaced by the communal arrondissements, but these
were made so large that there were only half as many of them as
there had been of the districts - from three to six of them going
to make up a department. Each of them had a salaried sous-prifet
(sub-prefect), corresponding to the subdtttgut of the ancien rtgime.
The only parts of the judicial organization created by the Re-
volution that were preserved were the tribunal known as the Court of
Cassation, the juges de paix, and the juries forming part of the
assize courts. Election of judges was abolished, and they had all
to be appointed by the Government, Every arrondissement had its
tribunal, now reduced to the level of a court of the first instance.
The right of appeal was restored as under the ancien regime, the new
courts of appeal being as a rule established in the seat of the former
Parlements, and their members once more assuming the old title
of conseiller (councillor). The bar was now re-established and so
were the staffs ofgreffiers} kuissiers, and awuis (clerks to the courts,
ushers, bailiffs, solicitors, etc.).
The department of finance was divided into several sections
each of which was placed under a principal official resident in
Paris, who dealt with operations of a single class and was equipped
with a sufficiently numerous and powerful staff to ensure the col-
lection of the taxes. This was a new body of officials, appointed
and dismissed by the Government, and consisting of directors,
inspectors, controllers (wntrdleurs), and collectors (percepteurs),
whose duty it was to assess and collect the taxes, as well as of
meveurs (receivers) and trtsoriers (treasurers), whose duty it was
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